Differences in responsiveness of clonally derived AXC/SSh rat prostate cancer cells to secreted or prototypic mitogens.
AXC/SSh rat prostate cancer cells elaborate heat-sensitive, heparin-binding mitogens which include members of the fibroblast growth factor (FGF)-like family of growth factors. The quantity of FGF-like growth factors, relative to total growth factor production, was cell line specific as was prostate cancer cell response to secreted or the prototypic mitogens basic FGF (bFGF), acidic FGF (aFGF), or epidermal growth factor (EGF). C3 cell proliferation, assayed either by cell counting or thymidine incorporation, was not affected by mitogens secreted by C3, D1, T1, or T5 prostate cancer cells or by bFGF, aFGF, or EGF. In contrast, C3, D1, T1, or T5 cell-secreted mitogens enhanced proliferation of T1 and T5 cells, and proliferation of D1, T1, and T5 cells was enhanced by bFGF, aFGF, and EGF. D1 cell response to prototypic mitogens was 3- to 12-fold less than that of T1 or T5 cells. By comparison, the NRKF cell response to prototypic mitogens was qualitatively comparable but quantitatively greater than that of rat prostate cancer cells. The relative and absolute bFGF or aFGF concentrations necessary for half-maximum stimulation of prostate cancer or normal rat kidney fibroblast cell thymidine incorporation were comparable to that known to effect half-maximum increase in proliferation of mesoderm-derived cells. Similarly, the EGF concentration required for half-maximum prostate cancer or normal rat kidney fibroblast cell thymidine incorporation was comparable to that known to effect half-maximum fibroblast thymidine incorporation or granulosa cell proliferation. Our data establish that prostate cancer cell response to prototypic mitogens is representative of that of nonneoplastic cells and imply that C3 cell insensitivity to prostate cancer cell or prototypic mitogens represents defects in cellular response mechanisms. The basis for C3 cell unresponsiveness or D1 cell-diminished responsiveness remains to be elaborated.